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PREFACE

ERIC has,reproduced this slightly amended memorandum of 1955 at the-suggestion

of may long-time friend, B. Lamar Johnson, UCLA Professor Emeritus of Higher Education.

We first met during the 'Thirties when, a young and devoted colleague of President

James Madison Wood of Stephens College, he held the dual post of Dean ,of Instruction

and Librarian. I got to know both men in the course of several visits to Stephens

arranged by my chief, Dr. W. W. Chokers, Director of the Ohio State Uhiversity Bur-

,

eau of Educational Research. Back in 1912 Dr. Charters, then Dean of Education at

the University of Missouri; had persuaded Wood to take over the direction of Stephens,

then about to go bankrupt. The Wood-Charters team prevented that impending catas-
,

trophe, and Dr. Charters continued to be President Wood's educational advisor for-

the next thirty -five years.

On my several visits to Stephens I got to kpow President Wood well and, further,

increasingly to admire his e4traordinary achievements. Thus after hio retirement in

/I/
1947 I suggested to Dr. Alvin C. Eurich of the Ford Foundation, an old friend and 4',d7

former associate, that it would be'a deplorable blunder to allow-President Wood to

pass from the Scene before some one got him to review his gargantuan career. He

agreed and commissioned me to get President Wood's consent to record his reminis.-
.

cences on tape.

The idea pleased him, and on several occasions during

met at the Hotel Biltmore in New York, his residence since

Stephens, and here in Palo Alto on trips to visit his son,

'a Stanford graduate student in the Hi9tory Department.

1954-55 Dr. Wood and I

his retirement, at

James Madison Wood, Jr.,

A

At the end of the taping sessions I sent a summary of the project to Dr. EA.ich,

and that led him to suggest that I undertake a further study, namely, that I make

available to him and his Ford Fund associates what I had llarned about the.rise and

3
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potentials of junior colleges. He knew that for a-decade my gradUate students and

I had been. investigatAhg the structural evolution of American educationt and hence

(1=. he further Ooposed that I interrelate junior colleges with other structures ranging

from the colleges and academies rooted in the colonial period to the flourishing

graduate anclprofessiotal schools of the mid-20th century. I welcomed the idea,

and this memorandum, written as requested "with all ue speed" during the summer

of 1955, is its product.

Palo Alto, California
January 23, 1976

1±1
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FOREWARD

"In an address at the 1915 meeting of the North Central Association
4

Dean James Rowland Angell of the University of Chicago put into circula-

tion an expression which soon became a slogan, namely, "the Junior College

Movement." Nineteen years earlier President William Rainey Harper of the

same university had coined the name7junior college' . . . to cover the

work of the freshman and sophomore years." Later he wrote that he had

chosen it "for lack of a better term," but it took' hold and spread so

rapidly that by 1915 Dean Angell could refer to the resulting Junior

College Movement. This memorandum reviews its rise and.earlyprogrepo.

iv
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CHAPTER ONE

THE JUNIOR COLLEGE, AN HISTORICAL ACCIDENT

An accident is an event happening
unexpectedly and without fault.

Thomas M. Cooley, 1879.

Because William Rainey Harper invented the name."the junior college,"

writers-of the history of the junior college movement frequently refer to him

as "the taper of the junior college." Had Harper lived'to see the appearance

and growth-of the two-year unitary colleges which today the name chiefly de-

notes, he probably would deny h s alleged fatherhood. Before enlarging upon

this statement I must clarify what I mean by a two-year unitary college.

Of the 598 junior colleges listed in the 1955 Junior College Directory

published by tile American Association of Junior Colleges, 560 are two-year

structures. Twenty-seven,of the other 38 continue for four years.1 and three

for three years. Eight are one-year colleges. Structurally the.560 two- .

year institutions fall into two categorieS: those attached to high achools
=,

and usually housed in high school buildings, and these which have no organic

ties to high schoolsand which' are therefore'independent or unitary.

I can finamno informat in the askatillumlaltEtaa or elsewhere

About low many of the 560 two -year junior colleges fall in each of these

groups, but I estimate that about four hundred or approximately seventy per

cent of these ate unitary. This estimate may be off a bit in either direction,

but I submit that in the public mind a junior college predominately mean a

two-year unitary structure. Beyond question this variety of structure enrolls

the great majority of junior college students.

1
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To return to William Rainey Harper: lie believed that the freshman and
ti

sophomore years of the histaric American College should be pushed back into

the oecondary schools, but he had no notion that they would be set apart in

two-year unitary otructureo. Until 190 he advocated a six-year high ochool,

\

kr-A

but during the laut several years of his life he accepted the emerging idea,

that,the\period of secondary education should conoiot of two three-year units.

It seem; clear that he never desired or even imagined that unitary, two-year

junior college; would appear. When he died in 1906, none had.

Junior college hiotorians aloo refer to Henry Philip Tappan, president of

the University of Michigan from 1852 to 1863, and to.William W; Falwell, presi-

dent of the Univeroltylof Minnesota from 1869 to as progenitors of

0

junior colleges; but, like Harper, they'did.nOt propose or even contemplate

the unitary two-year juntar colleqo of todbv. They, too, conceivedkof a re-

constructed educational oystem which would include a six -year secondary school

similar to the German gymnaoium.

If Harper, Tappan, and Folwell, the three educators most frequently

credited with sponsoring junior collegeo1 did not recommend or eyo encourage

the establishment of the two-year etrUctures of today, then who did? For

years I have been trying to find the answer to this question, and I have been

unable to elude the conclusion that unanticipated forces beyond the control

of those who proposed that AmericER education be structurally reformed pnphed

it into unforeoeen if not undesired patterns. Otherwise expreooed, the uni-

tary)junior college of today io an hiotorical accident.

I do not make this statement in an antagonistic ()pirate I am on record

in print as a friend of the junior college movement, and everyone knows that

some of the mope desirable things in life have happened accidentally, that io,
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"
unexpectedly. I characteriZe the junior college as an Historical accident

..
.

becaucie.I can find no nineteenth or early twentieth century educational re-

former who planned it, anticipated it, or wanted it-If just appefired, dnd
_

as a student of American higher education I am interested discovaring why.

Thiii,.may I emphasize, is not an antiquarian interest. Duringrecent

years thy' number of junior colleges has decreased, and the most cherished

hopes Of some junior collegepeople -- notably the 6 -h -h ply -- have run

into heavy water. These present troubles may be 'indicators of even greater

difficulties ahead: A better understanding of the origins of theAunior

* college movement will, I,belfeve, more clearly_illuninate both the present
0

\_J

and the outlines of. the future. !

.

C
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CHAPTER TWO

THE EVOLVIN UCTURE OP AMERICAN EDUCATION, 1874-1921

qi Noth ng ever io but io always becoming. ,

c

,Plato

3 ,

Almoot Iferyone has oeen photography of individualo.whose feet, hands, or

faces have been clooer to the camera(than'the mat of their bodies with the

result that they stand fokthin ludicrous proportions. A comparable phenomenon
9

often occurs in the writing of hiotory. The.historian geto co close to his oub-

ject that he puto it out of focus with ito background if not, indeed, with parto

of the subject itself. All the hiotorieo of the junior college movement that I

have isead exhibit some degree of ouch diotortiop. For this, however, theii...D

authors cannot be blamed any more than can the authors of the hiotorieo of indi-

vidual colleges and univera4tieo which, in The growth of the American Republic,

Mokison and Commager have pronounced a scandal to American scholarOip.

All who write the hiotorLoof any segment of education must depend upon the

general historians of education both for background knowledge and for help in

posing their subjecto. The general 'historians, however, have failed them. To

.date,for example, no adequate hiotory of American4higher education has been

written, and none of those in print dealo satisfactorily with the evolution of

American, educational otructures.

When the greatly needed structural history of American education comes to

be written, it will probably emphasize at least two pain'ts about the junior

college movement: first, that it got under way concurrently with several of er

robust otwuctural developments and, second, that it found itself encircled by

older movements which still had considerable momentum. Irony case, beTore the

11 0
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rise- of the junior college can_Ae_AaeeT4bed, the structural.developmenta of the ,

`

period beginning in 1874 and ending lh 1921 muot be examined.

I start with 1874 because the decision made that year.in the Kalamazoo

Case confirmed the right of communities to support High schools by taxation,

and I conclude with 1921 because two pivotal events occurred in that year:

first, the organization 9f the American Association of Junior Colleges and,

second, the establishment of the first unitary two-year junior college that I

have been able to discover, namely, the Modesto Junior College ini4odesto,

California.

The structural pattern of American education hap, of course, continued to

change since 1921; but the rate of change has been considerably plower than

during the forty -seven years now to be canvacoed. The decisions then made have

definitively shaped the present and will continue for a long period to influ-

.

enqe the-future. I review them in turn for oecondary schools, liberal arts

colleges, professional schools, and universities.

The developments in the trot three of Piece four units will be summarized

in this present chapter, but the fourth requires ouch protracted attention

that I devote the next chapter to it. Neither incluaes,much about junior

colleges, but they prepare the ,r,(-5 d for a more thorough understanding of the

I
junior college movement than is p spine, I believe, without the background

facto they bxhibit.

Secondary Education

In 1850 the secondary schools called academies

numbered 4,085
-
and enrolled 263,096 pupil°. Public

that no record pee= to exist of their numbed until

11.

S

-- all of them fee-charging

highochoolo were so few

1860 when 231, enrolling an

G7>

c-.
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unkkown number of pupils, had come upon the educational scene. By 1890, however,

the situation,had changed phenomenally: the'"academies had been-iauned to a

quarter of their 1850 total to 1,632 -- and their" enrollees to. 94,931, mean-

'

while public high sChcicdo had increaned eight times to 2,521 and served 202,963

. pupils.

0% Mardrfactoin entered into this change of control of secondary education,

but the chief consideration seems to have been the. Kalamazoo decision. State

after state followed thetolichigan precedent, their courts usually citing it when

.

called upon
111.

for rulings. ,Privatb entreprOncurs-;towns,municiialities, and

the majority of colleges and universities operated academies; but most of them

appear to hay been controlled by religious denominations.,

The decision in the Kalam'azoo Case apparently convinced the great bulk of

Protestants that secondary, like elementary, education should tie under the aegis

of the civil authorities. Public schools have therefore prodigiously increased

in numbers and in enrolments even though the RoMan Catholic Church has continued

to hold the position enunciated in The Catholic World for February, 1869 that

"the Catholics of this country . .
.'cannot, avail themselves of the public

school System." Croat numbers of Roman Cathcilics have not, however, abided .by'

A

the official position.of their church, and today eighty-seven per cent of.the

33,468,000 children and youths enrolled in school- attend publicly supported

N
institutions.

This secularization-of the predominant control of education below the

college level must be accounted, I think, the most crucial development in both

elerentary and secondary education during the 1874-1921 period. Three other

Mangos have also been vital. in transforming the nature of secondary education:

first, the appearance of, the. junior high school, second, the-subjugation of the

college preparatory function, and third, the establishment of acacrediting

12t
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.age cies. gach.helped,prepbre the way for the coming oS, the junior college,
1

' < A
. ____

and so I discuss them brieflz.

President Charles W. Eliot of HarVard initiated the course of eveutsplich

led tothe.Organization of junior high schools. In-1888 he deliveredian address

at the meeting of the Department of Superintendence of,the National Education

Association entitled "Can School Programps Be Shortened and Enriched?" Few

educational addresses have had such strong reverberations. It stirred up dis-

cussion all across the country and led to the appointment in 1892 of the

Committee of Ten under Eliot's chairmanship. That'committee did not propose

pr even discuss the ju ior high school, but its findings prepared the ground

'which would immediately be tilled by increasing numbers of educators. Today

the resulting 6-3-3- plan Of structuring the sohools has more adherents than

any other.

The Report of the Committee of Ten did, however, discuss the much debatel

gumption of whether secondary schools should"be -- to use the old term --

'finishing schools or fittingJschools, that is, "people's colleges" or college-

preparatorcinstitutione. It cameut unftilimously for the concept that they

could and should be both:

The secondary schools of the United States, taken as a whole,
,do not exist for the purpose of preparing pays and girls for
college. Only an insignificant'percentage of the graduates
of these schools go to colleges or scientific schools'. . .

. :The preparation of a few pupils for college or scientific
school should in the ordinary secondary school be the inci-
dental, and not the principal object. . The committee
are of the opinion that the satisfactory Completion of any
one of the proposed programmes should admit to corresponding
courses in colleges-and scientific schools. They believe that
this close articulation between the secondary schools and the
higher institutions would be advantageous alike for the
schools, the colleges, and the country.

So read the Report, but the double function it proposed of preparing students

7 \

for college and preparing non-college-going students for life in the same courses

1 3



did not prove workable, and hence the third development under consideration be-
6

came inevitable,.namely, accreditation agencies.

Eliot appears to have been responsible for their initiation too. In

December, 1879 Ile organized a conference of New England colleges which at its

',first meeting sponsored the initial regional effort to bring about the closer

articulation between secondary schools and colleges. The conferees limited

themselves to the single subject of English, but they soon expanded their

interests. By 1884-85 a number of other subjects had been added, and represen-

tatives of secondary schools joined the conference to found the New England

Association-of Colleges and Preparatory Schools. Similar bodies immediately

thereafter came into existence in other parts of the country: The Middle

States Association in 1887, the North Central Association in 1892, and the

Southern Association in 1895. Their activities led to the fabrication by 1909

of'what came to be known as the Carnegie Unit, the device by means of which

the college preparatory function of the secondary schools would be prevented

from being swallowed up by the prepatation,for-life function.

The accrediting agencies rapidly became powerful bodies. Their activi-

ties especially in the South and the Middle West Prepared the way for the

conversion)of large numbers of weak foilr-year colleges and of displaced

"finishing schools" into junior colleges. That story, however, can best be

told later. I therefore turn to a brief survey of the changes concurrently

being made in the liberal arts colleges.

The Liberal Arts Colleges

During the first,twenty years or so of the 1874-1921 period these

colleges, were generally called 1a!ademical colleges" or, if units' of univer-

sities, "academical departients." These names distinguished them from the new

14



and fast-growing colleges of agriculture and engineering. The proponents or

liberal arts or "academical" colleges a' they were then called proudly prtrf

claimed their devotiOrLto liberal education by which they meant literary educe=

Lion; and they bitterly resisted the efforts of reformers, to give the sciences,

the modern languages, and the social sciences equal status with the claSsics

of the ancient world. The great majority .of their trustees, administrators,

and faculty members believed, as President Josiah Quincy of Harvard expreEId

it in 1840, that "the safe ways are the trodden paths" and that the classical

curriculum should not be disturbed because it had been forged in the minds of

"giants of former times" and hence stood before the world "chiselled upon

works little less\dmirable than those of nature herself, and imperishable as

her mountains."

Statements such as these impressed a diminishing number of Americans. Thus

in 1843 Noah Webster wrote that the colleges,( once highly regarded, had come to

be.considered "nurseries of Inequality, the Enemies of Liberty." Meanwhile

President Francis Wayland of Brown had written his Thoughts on the Present

Collegiate System wherein he eloquently argued that "the present system of

collegiate education does not meet the wants of the public. ", It must, he in-,

slated, be completely redesigned to serve not only "the professional classes"

but also the practical men who were transforming the country from an agrarian

tb a technological society. -During "the present century," he wrote, "a new

order° has "dawned upon the world"; and the collegesk'must be equal to it or be

discarded.

Efforts to discard the liberal arts college continued,yell into the twee

tieth century, but a series of events occurred just before and early during the

1874-1921 period which not only saved it from destruction but, more than that,

made it all but indestructible. Many enemies, inc]iuding some prominent gradu-

ates,'.attacked it; but they failed to guage the strength it acquired by inter-

1i



blending the best of its old characteriStics.with those created by the events

occurring during the last third of the nineteenth century.

The old Characteristics were zealous devotion, first, to the preservation'

and enrichment of the intellectual and spiritual heritage of Western man, °

second, to the conviction that educattOn for breadth of knowledge should be as

carefully nurtured as education for specialized depth, and third, to the belief

that religiOus bodies and groups of.private citizens should have the unquestioned

right to engage,in higher education.

te-
Most of the "New Educators," as many Of the reformers coaled

lk
themselvesf

saw the insistent and increasing need of practical or utilitarian education;

and because the academical colleges interpreted heritage and breadth in terms,

of the ancient rather than of the modern world, the New Educatls brushed aside

their claims as meaningless if not worthless. As for the right'of churches and

pfivate citizens to engage in higher education, the most ardent of the New Educe-

tors believepit desirable that all education froth kindergarten to university

should be taken over by the state: They therefore initiated legislation in a

number of states to vitiate the ruling in the Dartmouth College Case on which

private enteipride in higher education rested.

Not until well.into the twentieth century would the academical colleges

move to modernize their conceptions of heritage and breadth, but meanwhile the

privately controlled universities as a group made more and longer forward

strides than did the state universities as a grOup. The 1955 roster of the

American Association of Universities witnesses the fact: only fifteen of its

thirty-seven members are state universities. In short, the much and justly

criticized academical colleges successfully met the attacks upon them. They

did this by means of a series of actions now to be described.

10
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To begin with the colleges,adJed whati they called "parallel Courses" Jr.

the scientific and engineering subjects, a plan initiated at Unton College as
sr

early as 1828 and'slowly copied'by other colleges. These took two chief forms,

one predominant in the East, the other in the Middle West. The eastbrn cc:leges

tended to keep the old academical college intact and to organize new btructures

for the newer subjects. Thus in 18h6 garvar& established the Lawrence Scientific

Schbol and'the same year Yale initiated what later became the Sheffield Scien-
_

tifi School. Many other eastern colleges followed their leadership. In the

Middle West, on he other hand, the colleges generally maintained a single

structure; but within it they organized three curricul -- one focused on the

classidal languages and leading to the A.B. degree, a second emphasizing the

modern languages and,conferring the Ph.jl. degree, and a third stressing the Def-

ences and terminating with the B.S. degree. The University of Chicago, for

example, opened in 1892 with these three programs.

These curricular renovations gave expression to the principle that students

should have a measure of freedom in, choosing their studies. Jefferson had first

applied this, the elective principle, at William and Mary College and then at

the University of Virginia; and during the last quarter of the nineteenth _en-,

tury it overspread the country under the dominatipg personality of President

Eliot of Harvard. The EliOt co-called "free-elective system," took hold only

at Harvard; but other expressions of the elective principle pushed aside every-

thing that stood in their way. They opened up curriculums to

It

he new subjects

which clearly had to 'le admitted, and they led to the gradual but complete

breaking of the monopoly of the classical languages.

The liberal arts colleges took another action which also protected their,

continuity, namely, the introducticr of undergraduate specialization. Thifl

development has had such large consequences that I discuss it at length later

and hence now turn to the extracurricular considerations that would vitally

17
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contribute to the stability and staying power of the tradational colleges.

Since their earliest days the colleges had permitted students to engage

mildly in extracurAcular activities. During the period under review, how-

ever, these multiplied fantastically. Associated with the, adoption of coeduca-

12

tion.and the organization of residential fraternitieS, they completely changed'.

the face of American higher education. The change had unanticipated results,
4'j

the most important of which was this: it tightened, the hold of the colleges

upon the affectionOof the American people. The hold became, in fact, munch

too firm for the educational reformers -- no matter how logical their arguments
,

to force the four-year college/ out of existence.

The logical arguments of the reformers in their campaign to kill off the

college included, first, the demonstration pat the freshman and sophomore

years duplicated work done in high school, a demonstration which led to the

conclusion that these years should be pushed back into the secondary'-schools;

second, the thesis that the secondary school should be responsible for general

education, the transition from cne,to the other comillg at the point of change-

over to career-oriented educati6n; third, the clear fact that the addition of
4'

the freshman and sophomoreyearn to local secondary schools would save the

fathilies of college-going youths many hundreds of dollars; and fourth, the

affirmation that the proposed structural reoPganizatl.on would cotispicuously

reduce the appalling number of flunk-outs of the traditional freshman and

sophomore yearb.

These and their associated arguments convinced many educators, but the

general public paid less attention to them than anticipated. Going to college

to most Americans lido always meant leaving home and participating ih the

I
thriils of college life. It has meant breaking the psychological umbilical

18
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, cord which tied youths to their parents, being on one's own, learning to be

self-sufricient, matching ogee's wits with one's contemporaries without being

constantly afflicted by the advice of dull-witted parents. It has also meant

that the preponderance of. Americans have jUdged the informal
education of .

college life no less important than the formal e4ueation of the college. courses.

For these values they have been willing to sacrifice the dollars that could be

saved by patronizing local junior colleges.

The fact that the American people look upon the American college and upon
G;

the undergraduate years of the American university as almost magical centers of
4

social education and hence as agencies of upward social mobility has annoyed

Q 6

many educators. They have insisted that higher education should be entirely

devoted to intellectuii pursuits and' interests, and they have done their best

0 to make it such. The'American people, however, have rejected this doctrine.

Their continued patronaie of the traditional college witnesses their desire for

the products of both the curriculum and the extracurriCulum in institutions

outside the immediate range of family surveillance. True, junibr college atten-

dance has increased phenomenally, but a study of the sentiments of those who

attend them would almost certainly adduce evidence that, for the great majority,

junior colleges are second-beat choices. More on this point later.

To summarize: during the 187h-1921 period the liberal arts college won

back the waning confidence of the American people, first, by means of compre-

hensive educational changes and second, by coming to be reegnized as the

nation's most powerful agencies of upward social mobility.

The Professional Schools A

Until late in the nineteenth century most American lawyers, ministers,

physicians got their training by means of the 'apprenticeship system. Intending
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lawyer° predominantly read law in offices of practising attornies; those who

deoiiedbto become prOche;po served generally ac apoiotantS to established

clergymen; and would-b4 phyoicians by and large learned their craft by doing

the chores of their licensed mentor°. Perhaps the moot spectacular and aloo

most important change in American higher education between 187h and 1921

occurred in profeooional education. During this period the great majority of

those who enterei theoe ancient profeooiono would come to be trained in pro -

Tensional schools, and those ochoolo would become associated with univeroitieo.

The firot American university- associated professional ochoolo

tuied late it the eighteenth century, all four of them deVoted to medical

education. PennOylvania organized the firot in 1767; and Columbia, Harvard,

and Dartmouth coon followed cult. Though they bore the names of the college!)

to which they were attached, they operated independently an did also the soon-

to-appear college-connected ochoolo of law and divinity. Most of the pro-

fessional schools had no college affiliations, and the majority f their

managers operated them for financial gain. Further, all but a few of those

who attended either of these two types of professional schools entered with-

out ever having attended college; and an appreciable percentage of th/m were

semi-literate. When in 1870, for example, President Eliot proposed that

written examination!) be oubotituted for the traditional ural examination!) nt

the Harvard Medical School, the dean reoponded: "Witten examination!) are

impossible in the Medical School. A majority of the students cannot write

well enough."

Nor did the professional ochoolo -- not even those connected with the

college!) -- give anything comparable to what today would be conoidered

cceptable training. To use medicine again ao an illustration, the course

c noisted of three months of lectures repeated three year° in succession'

the same lectures. During nine months of each year medical otudento served
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as apprentices, and during the other pree they listened to the lectures which,

most professor, had )preserved without change from their original writing many

years before. .

1

.

4

At the end of the third year came the oral examinations. Henry James has

1

reported the experience of his father, William James, when he took them at

Harvard in November, 1868:

In a large room a number of professors s#fficient to examine
in the nine principal subjects disposed themselves at suitable
intervals. The students werecirculp7pe4 singly from one to the
next- and were quizzed on a new cu c a each station of the
journey. Every ten minutes a presiding functionary sounded a
bell and the candidate moved along. ,When the bell had pealed
nine times. . . the examiners were expected to be ready to vote.
This they did without consultation. . . ....Each had .a piece of

cardboard that was white on one side and marked with a bla9k
spot on the other. The Dean called the nanie of a candidate and
pronounced a formal question and command--"Are you ready to
vote?--Vote!" The nine examiners simultaneously thrust for-
ward their cards. If the Dean counted not more than four black
spots, the candidate received his degree. When the candidate
had thus captured his degree, he could hang out hie sign and
work his ignomace at will on the patients who came to him,
for under the laws as they then were a School diploma con-
ferred the right to practice.

The great university presidents of the succeeding period -- Eliot at

Harvard and Gilman at Californla and Jphne Hopkins taking the leadership --

set about the business of changing this deplorable situation not only in medi-

cine but also in law and divinity and in the newer professions then emerging.

Toward this end they took three courses of action. First, they reached out

V
and brought the better professional ochoolo into adminiotrative association

with universities; second, they required high ochool graduation and then in-

creasing amounts of college work for admiooion to the professional ochoolo
0

under their control; and third, they extended the length and improved the

quality .of professional couroe Immediately upon taking office ac Preoident

of Harvard in 1869, for example, E iot oucceoofully moved to require high

school graduation for admicoion to the Harvard Medical School, and by 1902 the

requirement had increaoed to a bachelor'o degree.

21
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Meanwhile the training period had lengthened from nine to twenty-seven

months; stiff laboratory courses had been instituted, the diploma privilege

had given way toirwritten examinations adminioteredsby state boards of Medical

eXaminers, and an internship of at leasta year had been added.' Comparable

improvements occurred ih law and divinity; and although almost none of the newer

professional'school would venturwto demand the bachelor's degree for ad-

mission, they very substantially increased the number of years of education they
dr

required for entrance and also greatly stiffened up the quality of their training.

Today all the newer professional schools (about 200 teacher training,iioti-

tutions excepted) are university-connected. They range from those serving the

several branches of agriculture to those training social workers. Originally

all operated as unitary structures, but the Land Grant College Act of 1862 set

in motion the forces that would bring them within the orbit of universities.

Had they remained unitary, the United States would have continued to follow the

European method of providing education for those not destined for the historic

learned professions.

Ao I see it, the Land Grant College Act has had more influence upon the

structuring and therefore upon the essential nature .of American higher educe-

tion than any other event since its inception in 1636. Unfortunately I can say

no more about it here then this: American equalitarians bitterly repented what

they considered the snobbishness of the academical colleges, and hence they

promoted the Land Grant College Act and then interpreted its provisions in ways

that would guarantee the development of the American comprehensive university. I

describe this uniquely American institution in the next chapter, and I conclude

this prevent one by oboerVing that during the 1874-1921 period the evolving

American university extended its area of service by accepting responsibility for

22



the braining of the members of the newer professions. It largely rejected,

however, any concern for training those-planning to enter what have recently

/come to be called the semiprofessions. Other institutions would arise to

minister to theM, and chief among these would be junior colleges.

k
c=1

4

4
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CHAPTER THREE

THE THREE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY PLANS

Universities easily fall into ruts. Almost
every epoch requires a fresh start.

Daniel Coit Gilman, 1876.

As observed early in the last chapter, little would be said there or"here
,

about junior colleges. The over-all scheme of American educational organiza-

tion needs first to be diagramed. The effort toward that end continues in this
I

present chapter.

I
The research that my students and I have thug far co;pleted has identified

three structural patterns that have striven for supremacy in American higher

education. They are (1) the unitary plan, (2) the bifurcated university plan,

and (3) the comprehensive university plan. I shall describe each in turn, but

irot some observations must be made about Oka a century ago went by the name

of "the University Idea." The. junior college of today is a by-product of the

-University Idea as it iTt expressed in the effort to kill off the historic

four-year college by bifurcating it diojunctively, that is, by assigning its

freshman and sophomore yearn to secondary schools and its junior and senior years

to reorganized universities.

"The University Idea"

The name " university" first came actively into AmeriCan inking and plan-

(

fling during the Revolution. Nine colleges had been establiphed.befere the break '

wit)l England, but no one thought of them ao universities. Some of their leaders

visualized their becoming ouch, but piano to organize American univeroitieo first

took form in the conotitutiono of the Staten of Pennsylvania and North Carolina,

both adopted in 1776 and both providing for univeroitieo. The next year Ezra

18



Stiles, President orYale College, wrote and publlabed a memorandum forthe

Assembly of the State of Connecticut entitled "Plan, of a University," and.in

,/ j i

' 1ft9 the "academy and college"which Behjandn Fiantlin had ,organized in Phila-
T

i

.

delphia assumed tie name of the University'of the tate of Pennsylvania.

Is

Harvard's legal, name to this day continues to be e President and Fellows of

. _

Harvard College," but it has -been called Harvard Uaversity since the 1780 con-

stitution of the Commonwealth of Maosabhusetts referred to it as "tbe Unive

city at Cambridge."

The growing use of the nal( university expreaSed\hopes rather than

accomplishments. No university comparable to those at Europe appeared in the

United States until exactly a century after the signiAg Of the Declaration or

Independence when Johns Hopkins University opened. "Theday of the university

has dawned," its brilliant president, Daniel Coit GilmMa;:had declared our

years earlier; and with the establishment of "The HopkipS" dawn it did.

Long decades of animated demands and persistent effort* by leading

educators and laymen had been required to prepare the way. Jefferson had

founded the University of Virginia; but he died in 1826, sixteen monthm after

its opening. Not until the twentieth century would it begin to:approach his

dreams for it. Meanwhile at a "convention of literary and scientific gentle-

men" held in New York City in 1830, George Bancroft, Harvard alumnus and a

Ph.D. of the University of Ggttingen, had popularized the slogan "The Univer-

sity Idea"; and at the Oame convention, Henry Dwight, son of the late eminent

president of Yale, Timothy Dwight-the Elder, exclaimed: "We need a University

like those of Germany."

Meanwhile Professor George Ticknbr of Harvard had likened "the Univer-

oity at Cambridge" to a high school, a sentiment to be repeated even more
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fOrcibly in 1866 when a diotinguiohed Harvard prOfeopor'declara his alma mater

be.nothing more than a school for lioyo in a-nation which u ghtly needed

iversities. Three years later Charles W. Eliot became president of Harvard

nd began his 6XtraOrdinarlly successful-efforts to convert it 'from a small

*
backUard-looking college into a great forward-looking university.( The previous

year Mark Pattison, Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford, had asserted that

"America has no universities." No one took issue with him since he did no more

than paraphrase statements that Americana had been making for decades.

The launching of Johns Hopkins University in 1876NRF9ned the flood-gates

behind which power for change had long been gathering, and universities sprang

J up all over the nation. Some of them exfoliated from long establishedcoldegeo
ij

as at Columbia, Harvard, and Yale. Some arose in the'inotitutions founded with
;$

1

A

fundi; raised from the land granto of the Ordinances of 1785 and 1787 -- for

example, Indiana, Iowa, and Michigan. Some germinated from the Morrill Act of

1862 am did California, Ohio State, and Wisconain. A few -- Chicago, Clark,

and Stanford in particular -- came forth fullfledged from the drawing boardo

of university dooigners. Urben in 1900 the presidents of five of these inatitu-

tions projected the American Association of Universities, they invited their

colleagues at. nine other universities to join them. The fourteen members of

the Association in 1900 have now increased to thirty-seven, but the United

States Office of Education judges almost four tires tha4:number (131) to be

univeroitieo. Even the lower'figure testifies to the remarkable fecundity

during the pact 80 yearo ,pf "the University Idea."

Chiefly becauoe of the exiotence of both public and private univeroitieo

and of the principle of local control for both varietieo of institutions,

7fr

American universities differ markedly. As oelf-governing enterprises, they are

primarily the producto of the historical decisions of their foundero and of

/
2G
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the.poliay makers who have follol them. Many decisions have entered into their

shaping, but those relating to one issue above all others has been crucial,

namely, the answers given to the question of'how each university should relate

itself to the historic tur-year colleges.
,(

I proceed immediatly to enlarge upon this thesis, but first,may I observe

that I can find no other explanation of the thriving conditionrof junioj col-

,leges.in some parts of the country and their laggard'state in others. Where

the leading universities of an area have been solicitous, in the words of Charles

W. Eliot, "to save the college" junior colleges have not prospered. Where, on

the other hand, the leading universities of a region have urged, in the words of

Dean Alexis F. Lange of the Uni,versity of California, "tie amputation of Fresh-

man and Sophomore classes," junior colleges have boomed.

In any'case, every American University has had to decide which of the three

structural arrangementFlisted several pages back it would follow. They were,

it will be recalled, (1) the unitary university plan, (2) the biehrcated uni-

versity plan, and (3) the comprehensive university plan. I describe each in

turn ana in the process show that the comprehensive plan has worsted the ()tier

two. Its rise to dominance,- I shall show in Chapter Pour, led to the appearance

4

of junior colleges.

The Unitary University

By a unitary university I. mean one which stands alone, which has no under-

graduate college attached to it. Since the sixteenth century in Germany and

since the Revolution in France, the historic undergraduate function of general

as distinguished from specialized education has been performed by the secondary

schools of both countries. French and German universities. are therefore uni-

tary structures. Both have been used as models in attempts to divert American

higher education from its British antecedents.

2'
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The French model. led to one variety of American unitary university, the `l

German to another. I describe, first, Jefferson's effort to follow the French

plan at the University of Virgina and, second, the three attempts later in the

nineteenth century to establish unitary universities comparable to those in

Germany. All failed, and their failure led othereducators to project the bi-

ficurated university. Of that in due course. First the unitary university

efforts must be reviewed.

Jefferson's long interest in education began in 1776 when he became a

member of the Committee of the Virginia Legislature to reorganize William and

Mary, his alma mater. Trien in 1779, as Governor, he presented to the Legisla-

ture his "A Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge" which proposed a

three level educational structuring: primary schools, secondary, (grammar,--

sic!) schocils, and colleges. After spending five years in France as American

minister he revised his ideas about the structuring of education; and when he

easie to plan the University of Virginia, he proposed elementary schools, col=

leges, and a state university. He made no provision for the burgeoning

academies whiCh within a few decades would be paralleled by high schools. .Nor

.did his French friend and associate Pierre Samuel Du Pont who, at Jefferson's

request, wrote in 1800 his National Education in the United States of America.

The rapid developmenE-of secondary education made the Jefferson-Du Pont

arrangement inapplicable in the United States, but the point in need of empha-

sis here is that 'both men conceived of the third or univ 'rsity level as entirely

devoted to specialized education. General education should, they believed,

be concluded on the secondary level. At the University of Virginia Jefferson

therefore organized eight specialized Schools: ancient languages, modern lan-

guages, mathematics, natural philosophiy. moral philosophy, chemistry, medicine,

and law.* A Student assumed responsibility for the studies of only one school.

*See Appendix One. 28



Ha-bould if he wished attend the lectures of other schools, but the university

authorities did not require or even expect such extra work.

In short the University of Virginia opened as a unitary university. For

a variety of reasons it did not so continue. In eed, instead of turning Ameri-
)-

can education away from the British to the French structural plan, it gradually

moved over to the dominant English tradition of nop-specialized undergraduate

instruction.

Half a century after'the opening of the University of Virginia Daniel Coit

Gilman made a second attempt to establish a unitary university /6 the United

States. He looked to Germany rather than to' France for his inspiration. Then

in 1889 Clark University and Catholic University followed his leadership. I

shall describe each of the three enterprises, but first the difference between

the Jefferson and Gilman structural plans must be clarified.

Jefferson proposed a three-level structuring of education -- school,

college, university. Meanwhile, however, the high school had begun to sprout.

By Gilman's time, therefore, thkee pre-university levels existed in considerable

strength, and he had too much wisdom to prejudice his plans by attacking any

of them, least of all the college. Hence he planned a post-college university,

proposing only -- and mildly -- that the undergraduate course be reduced from

four to thre( years. In other words, he did not join the growing number of

educators who attacked the historic college. Instead, he accepted the college

and proposed that a fourth level be added, which would be a replica of the

)19.

hilosophische Fakulat of the German university.* Further, he wanted his

-fourth or university level to be unitary, that is, to have no undergraduate

college connected with it.

*See Appendix- One
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His plans, however, never matured. Although sympathetic with his concep-

tion, the Johns Hopkins Board of Trustees felt that the people of Baltimore

would not be favorably disposed toward the new institution unless it admitted

at least a few local high school graduates. Reluctantly Gilman acquiesced,

but he tried to keep the numbers of undergraduates small. That his successors

have not succeeded in holding to his policy is-evidenced by the fact that today

approximately 70 per cent of Johns Hopkins students are working for baccalaureate

degrees.

The Clark University and Catholic University enterprises had, greater

success. At least they got tender steam -- both in the year 1889. Clark con-

tinued to be a unitary university until 1924; but its back-sliding founder, Jonas

Gilman Clark, died "in 1900 and required in his will that an undergraduate college

be erected alongside it. When G. Stanley Hall retired from the presidency in

1924, of economic necessity the two institutions were joined. Meanwhile the
1

Catholic University adventure had been dead for 20 years. The Roman Catholic

hierarchy both in the United States and Rome disliked it; and Rome assigned its

promoter and first Rector, Bishop John Joseph Keane, to a minor diocese i5/ the

Middle West. Since 1904 Catholic University has been a comprehensive institution.

A fiT unitary university project needs brief mention, namely, that in

operation at the University of Buffalo from its founding in 1846 to the organi-

zation in 1913 of its College of Arts and Sciences. It opened as a medical g

school; and during its 67 years before 1913 it added schools of pharmacy, law,

and dentistry. To_survive in 'Ole growing competition it also had to add ap

undergraduate unit after the First World War.

Perhaps unitary university adventures other than the five here reviewed

have been propagated and had brief lives, but I've not yet darned of them.
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Richard T. Storr in his 1953 book, The Beginnings of Graduate Education in

America, catalogues a number of unitary universities projected during the middle

decades of the nineteenth century, but-none of them ever got beyond the memo-

randum stage. Their failure, along with, that of the five cited here, confirms

the generalization to which I've come, namely, that universities without under-

graduate colleges eannot,survive.in the socio-economic atmosphere of the United

States. local control inherent in Ameritalvluralism and the need -- regard-

less of u 4ergraduate fees -- of Students for Ph.D. candidates to serve as in-

structors, paper readers, and laboratory assistants, seem to be working continu-

ously and permanently against the unitary universjty idea. Moreover, alumni and

the general public don't like it not only because it interferes with athletics

and fraternities but chiefly because it appears to many of them -- and' to

Americans_at large -- to smack of intelletAual snobbishness. A statement from

the 195 doctoral dissertation of one of my students, Mrs. Lois Mayfield Wilson,

describes this sentiment:

An egalitarian society such as that of the United States has
as a basic tenet the belief that no limits should be established
to the areas in' which top-level institutions may operate. This
belief leads to a considerable opposition to objectiv6 struc-
tural discriptions and practices because they tend to set bounds
and to assign roles. Egalitarians believe that the elaboration
of roles in formal statements implies. superivity and inferiority

- and, worse, leads to the hardening of differentiations among
individuals and groups and hence to a stratified society.

Almost all the promoters of the junior college have declare& themselves

to be crusaders par excellence for "the democratization of Americaii education,"

t,-0 thus Mrs. Wilson's statement will probably be abhorrent to thee. Her

position and theirs will be examined, later. Meanwhile I turn to the second

program for the structuring of higher education; namely, the bifurcated univer-

sity plan. It spaUned the junior college.
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The Bifurcated University

By a biturcated university I mean one which.has turned over the freshman and

sophomore years to the secondary schools and which therefore starts its work at the

beginning of the historic junior year. None exist today, but a number of leading

universities have tried mightily to convert themselves into such structures. The

first effort got under way in 1852;. the last failed in 1953. During the intervening

century the junior college emerged as a by-product of these campaigns to reorganize

American education.

The promoters of the bifurcated university all wanted to establish unitary uni-

versities, that is, structures with no undergraduate colleges attached to them. They

had to contend, however, with two facts which had relatively little potency in Jef-

ferson's,day but Which had been foremost in the thinking of Gilman, Hall, and Keane.

These men saw clearly that the college in particular had become a much-beloved Ameri-

can institution and that those who tampered with it courted defeat for their plans.

They therefore did not attack it. The proponents of the bifurcated university, on

the other hand, had little respect for the college andltried to kill it off. For

example, one of the most ardent, advocates of this type of university asked in 1917:

"Shall certain colleges have their heads cut off, and if so, by whom? Shall the

American-university-college have its legs cut off, and if so, where?" Dean Alexis

F. Lance, of the University, the propounder of these questivOns, well knew the

answers he had already done much to force into operational fact. In the next chap-

ter I shall detail Dean Lange's activities, but his antecedents must first be

identified.

President John T. Kirkland of Harvard gave brief thought to the bifurcation plan

in 1816, but he rejected it. "If we throw back our elements, such as are taught the

first two years . . . upon the Schools," he wrote, "we shall lose our pupils or at

least have them but two years instead of four." Fifty-six years later President

Eliottoyed with the same notion, but hektoo rejected it.



Meanwhile, however, Chancellor Henry P. Tappan of the University of Michigan

had espoused it earnestly, indeed, passionately; and, though Tappan failed, Presi-

dent William W. Folwell of the University of Minnesota followed his leading to the

fame result. Tappan and Folwell have so frequently been claimed as progenitors of

the junior college 'movement that-their misadventures must be summarized.

On December 21, 1852 Tappan delivered his inaugural address as the first execu-

tive head of the University of MiChigan. He had been on the faculty of the institu-

tion which grew into New York University, and he had been one of the leaders of the

movement to further the University Idea by establishing a new university in New York

City. He had also gone abroad to study the educational systems of England, France,

and Germany. He had written a widely read book in 1851 entitled University Education

wherein he lauded the German program. He devoted his inaugural address; therefore,

to enlarging upon the theme of his book which he had stated succinctly In these three

sentences:

We have spoken of the excellence of the German universities as model
institutions. Their ikellence consists in two things: first, they
are-pfirely Universities, without any admixture of collegial instruc-
tion. Secondly, they are complete Universities providing [instruction
id all higher subjects).

Tappan well knew that the original Catholepistemiad or University of Michigania had

beep projected in 1817 in a territory that had but recently been acquired from

France. He also knew, however, that it had never been organized but that instead,

the desigrers of the institution whose headship he now assumed had been enamored of

the Prussian system., He therefore expected widespread support of his plan to con-

vert into fact a statement that he wrote for,the first University of Michigan cata-

logue produced during his administration. It read: "The State of Michigan has

copied from Prussia what is acknowledged to be the most perfect educational system

in the world."

This ,!'most perfect system" sets up three educational levels: the 'primary,

covering eight years; the intermediate five or six years; and the university "which
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has no limited term, but affords scope for unlimited progress in knowledge." In

brief, Tappan proposed a unitary university as had Jefferson, but he thought the

German model superior to the French. Further, he ignored the power of the incubating

high schools, and he directly attacked the four-year colleges of Michigan,

Although a Congregational minister, Tappan protested against the very existence

of denominational colleges; and when they continued to thrive regardless, he proposed

that they demote themselves to secondary schools;

Let the denominational colleges of this State exert themselves and
increase their efficiency by becoming proper gymnasia, and let the-

State aid those already in existence. But then let measures be taken

to establish the State gymnasia. Why should the Disciplinary course

be left to be imperfectly and irregularly supplied by denominational

efforts?

The denominational colleges of Michigan did not submit meekly to Tappan's attacks.

on the contrary, they fought back briskly if not brutally and unquestionably had much

to do with creating the situation that led to Tappan's dismissal by the Board of

Regents in 1863. Thus ended the first campaign to create a bifurcated university.

The second campaign got under way six years later at'the University of Minnesota.

Its sponsor, President William W. Folwell, prsposed it in his 1869 inaugural address

and soon called it "The Minnesota Plan." Describing the plan at the 1875 meeting

of the National Educatin Association, he declared: "The work of the first two

years, of the college in work of the secondary school, and there it can be done moot

efficiently and economically. Turn this work over to the high school." The people

of Minnesotai however, liked Folwell's policy no better than the people of Michigan

liked Tappan's; and so Folwell resigned in 1884. Commenting in 1909 about his

scheme, he wrote:

This proposal to dethrone the traditional system of higher education
seemed to orthodox friends who really understood it as the rant of a

wild educational mutineer. That it was not openly and vigorously
denounced, was due to the fact that it was not understood, or, if
Nderotood, was not seriously.
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The scene shifts to Chicago in the early nineties. In May, 1889, John D. Rocke-

feller had pledged $600,000 for the building of a new Baptist universiton the ashes

S
of the bankrupt University of Chicago which StephenLiaouglas had helped initiate in

1859. Rockefeller and his Baptist associates in the reorganization agreed unanimously

that the new University of Chicago shoUld be headed by William Rainy Harper, at the

time 32 years of age and Professor of% Semitic Languages at Yale. Harper had graduated

from Muskingu4,m College before he had reached fourteen years of age, had taken his

Ph.D. at Yale -b fore turning nineteen, and had been intimately involved in the Chi-

cago venture from the beginning. For example, he had done yeoman service in helping

raise the additional $1400,000 needed to.confirm Rockefeller's gift. After his elec-

tion to the presidency in September, 1890, however, Harper took five months to

decide whether or not he'd accept.

Rockefeller, Gates, Goodspeed, and apparently all the other members of the new

University of Chicago Board of Trustees wanted a college; but Harper wanted a uni-

versity and only a uniVersity. As 'he conceived it, the new institution should not

be concerned with undergraduate instruction but,'instead, should be what he called

"a great research university" devoted entirely to graduate and professional teaching

6:.d investigation. Negotiations proceeded for five months and ended in a compromise:

the view institution would be a combined college and university. Harper, however,

made it clear that ho intended to mcve as rapidly as possible to slough off the

freshman and sophomore years, and he proceeded immediatly to make plans toward that

end.'deffiong other things he divided the four undergraduate years down the middle,

calling the freshman and sophomore years "the academical college" and the junior

and senior years "the university college." Then in 1896 he changed these designa-

tions to "junior college" and "senior college." In sum, he set the stage for Chicago

to cease being a comprehensive university and to become a bifurcated university.
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Being as he has been called "a dynamo in pants," Harper did not stop with

setting the stage. He immediately put his Herculean energies to work toward the

`end of dropping the freshman ad sophomore yeaks even before the University of

Chicago opened in October, 1892: in one of the "Official Bulletins" which announced

to the public how the new university would operate he outlined the most ambitious,

most dazzAing plan of educational organization that any American has'ever had the

imagination to conceive. He called it "University Affiliations."
%

In the next chapter I shall explain the "Univeroity'Affiliations" conception

and its relationship to the junior college movement. Enough for present purposes

to observe that even before Harper died in 1906 at the untimely age of 49, his plan

had run into serious trouble. Then in 1913 the Chicago Board of TrusteeS finally

discarded the affiliation formula, but Harper's drean of ploughing off the'freshman

and sophomore yearalived on in the mindo of many of his ansociates. When in 1929

Robert Maynard Hutchins became president, he found that advocates of the bifurcated

university held a number -- perhaps the majority -- of the major administrative posts

in the institution. Soon he Joined theM in attempting to convert,Harper's bifurca-

tion dream into reality. I tell' that story in the next chapter along with ntorien

of similar efforts in Texas, California, and Missouri. All failed, but all led to

the organization of unitary junior colleges.

These bifurcation driven failed because of the preponderant acceptance of the

comprehensive university idea with which I now deal.

\\

By a comPeheraive university I mean an educational institution made up of a-

number of sub-structures including a four-year undergraduate college, a graduate

school of

i
a to and ociences, and one or more professional schools. Otherwise

expressed, a comprehensive university includes within one educational organism

''The Comprehensive Univer9it

uni concerned with all higher educational functions.
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The proponents of the unitary university plan tried to establish structures
1

that lacked the historic undergraduate college. The reformers who attempted to con-

vert existing universities into the bifurcation pattern sought to force the freshman j
and sophomore years down into the secondary schools. Both enterprises failed, thp .

American people choosing to support the comprehensive university formula. On the

remaining pages of this chapter I trace the circumstances that have led to this choice.

On Ralph Waldo Emerson's 66th birthday, May 25th, 1869, he served as "the

youngest and least imposing member" of the committee of the Harvard Board of Overseers

that informed 35-year-old Charles W. Eliot that he had been elected president of the

P

nation's oldest college. Writing a few minutes before the fateful session to his

.
friend and fellow 'Chemist, Professor Samuel W. Johnson of the Yale Sheffield Scien-

tific School, Eliot wrote in part:

Query -- what are they going to say or do? Pat me on the head,
doubtless, and say 'good boy'-- 'Vision and strength' -- that is
well said that io just exactly what is needed. Take 'care of

your stomach and reserve Yourself for good days to come.'

. . . The post-graduate teaching is, I believe, the first thing

to come upon the carpet. A committee has been at work up& it
all this term at Cambridge. Look' out for a long season of de'
bates and a laborious pitting of the wheat by slow degrees.

The last three words "by slow degrees" -- would be Eliot'a motto throughout his

forty-year administration. Yet no one doubted his strength. 'Oliver Wendell Holmes

Boon wrote to his fellow alumnus, John Lathrop Motley, for example, that Eliot acted.

"as if he had been born President" and had "turned Harvard over like a flap jack."

Eliot never took an action, however, without first having prepared the ground care-

fully. Nor did he ever diverge from his conviction that the American university

should be built "on top_of the American college."

Those who abhorred the university idea, especially the German variety of it,

would not, Eliot knew,..tolerate any activity by him or by anyone else which would

underprivilege Harvard College. These sentiments, moreover, would continue and

7
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even grow.in strength. James Russell Lowell expressed them 17 years later in th

4major address at the Harvard 250th anniversary ceremonies whdn he decla ed to ri ing

applause: I I

college that

is the birthday of the college that we are celebrating, it is the

love and of which we are proud."

Eliot, himself a Harvard alutnnus and descendant of a long line of graduate;

reaching back to*the Class of 1656,-had no intention of harming Harvard College.

He not only agreed with James Russell Lowell but, further, the blood of cautious

Yankees coursed through his veins..... What he would do, he would do slowly and always

with the hallowed heritageof the College in the forefront of his mind. In.his

inaugural. address, therefore, he observed that "sudden reconstruction is impossible

in our high places of education" and that hence the protectors of the College had

no cause to be alarme*,about what he would do.

That he said this in zomplete sincerity his subsequent activities leave no

trace of dolAtt. Beginning in 1882 he would strive unceasingly for the remaining 27

years of his administration to reduce the Harvard undergraduate course from four

to three ycarc; but he proposed the change, he pLnted out again and again, to "save

the college" from the university bifurcators and from its other enemies. His suc-

cessor, A. Lawrence Lowell, however, demolished the Eliot three-year campaign by

'eens of a single declaration in his inaugural address: "The most vital measure

d
for saving the college is not to shorten its duration, but to ensure that it shall

be worth uaving."

Eliot, Lowell, the faculties, and the alumni of Harvard had no doubt that the

college was worth saving; and the same sentiments governed the thinking of those

chap

ing the destinies of the other eastern colleges which were concurrently remodel-

ing themselves into universities -- Columbia, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Yale, and the

lesser institutions which followed their leadership. Cornell? It had begun without

a typical undergraduate college, but the climate of eastern opinion made the establish-

ment Of a college inevitable even though Cornell's first two presidents -- Andrew
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Dicison,WhIte and Charles Kendall Adams -- had come out vigorously in support of

bifurcation.

The state universities followed. the example of the eastern institutions and

also organized undergraduate colleges. Michigan, the largest and most influential

of them during thin period:had learned from the Tappan fiasco that bifurcation

would not work; and although its great president, James Burrill Angell, several

tiMeo expressed his personal preference for that fortUla, he never proposed ito

inauguration. Instead, he promoted another plan of action which would become stan-

dard practice for all the state universities and also for a number of private

institutions, namely,.theupper -lower division plan.

This plan constituted -- and constitutes because it is still in wide use --

a limited kind of bifurcation; I have been calling it internal bifurcation in my

courses as distingusihed from the Harper program of disjunctive bifurehtion. Dip-
.

junctive bifurcation disjoins the freshman and sophomore years from the university

by allocating them to the oecondary schools; internal bifurcation, on the (46iiirr,
tv

hand, keeps these years within the university, buuets them apart in a so-called

lower division. Apparently Henry p. Frieze first proposed this scheme in 1882

while acting aapreaident of the University of Michigan during one of Angell's

absences onsa diplomatic mission for the United States Government. Angell caw

sit a compromise arrangement and both approved and backed it. It did not prosper

there or anywhere else, however, until after the turn of the century; and mean-

while two Michigan alumni who had studied under the plan would carry it to the

University of California where they would employ it as the opening wedge in their

carefully thought out effort to bifurcate that inotitution diojunctively. In the

proceoo of their efforts California junior colleges would be htitched and become

more numerouo, larger, and otronger than thou of any other section of the nation.
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I tell that story in the next chapter, but before beginning it the present

chapter must be concluded with the observation that the comprehensive university

today ldm unchallenged. The unitary university plan never had a chance of success

and has been forgotten by almost everyone. The bifurcation, plan had ardent advo-

cates and promoters for 101 years, but it seems probable that 4the sad experience

that the University of Chicago had with it from 19112 to 1953 will warn away others

from attempting it coon again.

Q
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE,FOUR HISTORIC FOCI OF THE JUNIOR COLLEq

Wie est eigentlich war.

Leopold von Ranke

Almost half of all regularly enrolled junior college students this year

(1951k), 44 per cent, attend California institutions. Texas hap the second largest
1

group -- nine per cent. Then comes Illinois and the six states bordering it, ex-

cept Missouri, with eleven and one-half per cent. Missouri junior colleges enroll

two and one-half per cent. Thus two' of every three junior college students live

and'study in these four areas. From the beginning they have been the strongholds

of the junior college movement. In this chapter I describe how lhis came about.

First, bowever,'I stateNt generalization that I shall attempt to establish,

namely, that in these four centers junior colleges are primarily the products of

two forces: the bifurcated university campaign and the accreditation movement.

shall show that California and Middle Western junior colleges originally appeared

upon the scene because of the bifurcation drive and that those in Texas and Mis-

souri came into existence essentially because of. the activities of accrediting

agencies but with assists from convinced bifUrcators.

I begin by reviewing the relationship of the University of Chicago to junior

colleges from the time of Harper's promulgation of his plan of "University Affilia-

tions" in 1891 to Chancellor.J.Lawrence A. Kim ton's 1953 announcement of the

*Von Ranke, the most famous historian of the nineteenth century, championed
disinterested historiography and Insisted that source materials rather than legend
and tradition its basis. The epigraph here used was his slogan: Discover "how
it really was.'
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abadonment of the 6-4-4 plan. I then proceed to report what had been happening

concurrently in Califohia, Texas, and Missouri.

The University of Chicago

A few pages back I called Harper's "University Affiliations" project "the
.4

most ambitious, most dazzling plan of educational organization that any American

has ever had the imagination to conceive." Harper envisioned an educational empire

not unlike the industrial empire already created by the principal benefactor of the

Universitygf Chicago, John D. Rockefeller. The operations of the Standard Oil

Company extended from coast to coast, but Harper largely limited his ambitions to

the "inland empire" of the Middle West. He dreamed of the University of Chicago

as the axis about which would rotate an imposing number of secondary schools all,

of which would, he planned, add two more years of instruction and hence be six-year

schools resembling the German gymnasien. The historic colleges, he hoped, would

meanwhile drop their junior and senior years. Nor did he merely dream. He drafted

a plan of action and set about bringing it to consummation.

The affiliated institutions, he wrote in Official Bulletin Number Two published

in April, 1891, would be "situated at different points" geographically but would

"in every case" function with "standards, curriculum and regulations" exactly,like

"those of the University of Chicago." This meant that the University of Chicago

would organize the programs of these affiliated structures, write the examinations

to be taken by their students, and generally treat them as branch institutions.

They would, of course, drop their two upper years and hence become junior colleges.

They would associate themselves, however, with secondary schools and thus be six

year structures. At the end of their six-year programs they would confer the

"title"4of Associate in Arts; and those of their students who desired more advanced

instruction would Continue at the University of Chicago.
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The affiliated schools fell into two groups -- those Owned and operated by the

University of Chicago and those owned and operated by their own boards of trustees

but under the supervision of the University of Chicago. The former group never ex--

panded beyond the single school originally included in the plan -- the Morgan Park

Academy in one of the Chicago suburbs. The second group at the height of the enter-

prise numbered 10 schools -- five in Chicago, two in other Illinois communities, two

in Indiana, and one in Wisconsin'. ,Soon, however, Harper and his associates added a

third group with a "looser relation . . . described and designated by the term of

'co-operation.'" Cooperation meant that the University of Chicago would accept the

graduates of these schools without examination but would in turn expect to have some

weight in determining their curriculums, teaching methods, and)over-all procedures.

In 1903 a total of 129 schools belonged to this third group. The great majority were

located in twelve Middle Western states; but New York accounted for one, Pennsylvania

and California for two each, and Colorado for three.

Harper Vso helped establish at least three new,six-year affiliated secondary

schools: Bradley Polytechnic Institute which opened early in1897 at Peoria,

.Illinois with Harper holding the position of President of the Faculty; Lewis Insti-
,

tute in Chicago which opened the previous September with Harper on its board of

trustees; and Joliet High School which in 1902 at Harper's suggestion added two

`- additional years to its four-year curriculum. Bradley continued to operate under

the Harper plan until 1920 when it organized a four-year undergraduate college,

and in 1946 it changed its name to Bradley University. Lewis Institute began to

change over to a four-year program iril902 and completed the switch in 1918. Then

in 1940 it joined with Armour Institute of Technology to become the Illinois Insti-

tute of Technology. Joliet High School, however, continues the Harper vision:

it is a six-year high school, the last two years of which are designated the Joliet
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Junior College. In 1953-5h it enrolled 389 fredhmen and 97 sophomores who attended

classes in the same hidlding used by the high school students. Junior college histori-

ans celebrate it as the "first public junior college." A more accurate name would be

"the first public junior college that has survived" since etumber of others ante-

dated it but soon vanished from view.

Harper's circle of intimates shared his enthusiasm for his affiliation scheme,

but many of the members of the Chicago faculties disliked it enough to attack it.

The small colleges meanwhile recognized it as a threat to their existence, and the

maturing state universities of the "inland empire" looked upon it with growing sus-

picion. In 1896, therefore, Harper found it necessary to respond to the mounting

number of attacks. He wrote:

There has seemed to exist in some minds an idea that the practical
working of affiliation will do away with the independence and strong
development of the affiliated institution. It has also been suggested
in the public press that affiliation with this-or that institution was
only a part of a general policy of the University to swallow up such
institutions for the aggrandizement of the University. These expres-
sions of apprehension proceed doubtless from entire ignorance of the
facts and from failure to comprehend-the principle underlying affilia-
tion. ..There is only one point of view from'which the attitude of the
University can be interpreted as selfish, viz., the desire of the
University that the students who cote to it for higher work shall.
receive the best possibloypreparation. . . . In seeking to cooperate
with colleges, high schools, and academies, the University confesses
frankly its desire so to affect the work of these institutions as to
secure more thoroughly prepared students for college and university
work. . . . It may fairly be asked whether affiliation, or semi-
affiliation or cooperation on the part of the University will in any
way accomplish this result. In answer to this question one need only
point to the history of the past, which shows that, at all events,
so far as concerns educational work, important reforms proceed from
the higher to the lower sphere of activity.

This explanation confirmed the fears of the critics. Harper wrote later

that he took "the word 'affiliation' . . . from English educational terminology";

but the opponents of the plan believed, and not without reason, that he had embarked

. upon the business of making the University of Chicago the educational dictator of

the Middle West' ith powers resembling those of the University of France and the
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University of London. Against such centralization of power they vigorously objected,

and hence they continued to oppose Harper's efforts.

Harper stayed on his course, however, and in 1903 he again delivered himself

of a strong and lengthy defense of his objectives and activities. Therein he cited

the "opposition to the policy (that] has arisen from the Faculties of the University

and its students" and also that "of the colleges and their constituencies.' Fol-

lowing his usual practise he itemized the arguments for and the arguments against

his plan: he showed, he thought, that the favorable arguments greatly out-weighed

the unfavorable ones. His statement had little effect. The situation worsened so

perceptittly that in June 1913, seven and a half years after Harper's death, the

University of Chicago Board of Trustees scrapped the affiliation plah completely.

lokir

Even had Harper lived, this denouement'almost certainly could not have been pre-

vented. The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools had been

gathering strength during all the years of Harper's bampaign, and inevitably it

assumed the articulation and accreditation functions that Harper'had sought to

attach to the University of Chicago. Thus died Harper's dream of empire.

But his plan to bifurcate the University of Chicago lived on sturdily in the

minds of such Chicago 'leaders as President Harry Pratt Judson, Harper's successor,

Dean Charles H. Judd, who became head of the School of Education in 1909, and Dean

Gordon J. Laing who joined the Faculty in 1921. Before Robert Maynard Hutchins

assumed office as fffth president in 1929, he had probably heard little if anything

about junior colleges; but Judd, Laing, and their like-thinking associates soon,

won his enthusiasm for bifurcation. Thus during his 22 years in office he started

championing it not only for the University ofThicago but also for thd'entire nation.

By 1937 he had won enough converts to establish the 6-4-4 plan at the University of

Chicago,\and early in 1942 he announced that the University Senate and Board of
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Trustees had approved his proposal that the Bachelor of Arts degree (but not the

Bachelor of Science degree!) be awarded.at the end of the new four-year college,

that is, at the end of the historic, sophomore year.

rn his 1942 announcement of the Chicago break with tradition Hutchins predicted

that about a dozen other universities Mould soon follow Chicago's leadership, but none

did. Nor did any follow throughout the next 11 years during which time Lawrence A.

Kimpton succeeded to'Hutchins' post. This left Chicago in a precarious position,

and rumors spread that it found it hard to attract enough students not only for its

new-type college but also for its junior and senior years. In March, 1953 Kiipton

confirmed these tumors by announcing, as Time reported him: "We've tried our inno-,

//
vation for eleven year.) , hoping that many other - colleges and universities would join

us. They haven't. The e Comes a point when you decide that perhaps everybody isn't

out' of step." t /

Two months later came a second announcement to the effect that, beginning in ,

1954, high school graduation normally be required for entrance to the undergraduate

college of the University of Chicago. This meant, in effect, that the 6-h-4 plan

had been abandoned. Explaining the reasons for the change to the alumni the fol-

lowing June, Kimpton said in part:

Let us begin with the practical problems.VThe first of these
developed quickly in the lack of enthusiasm, to say the least,
upon the part of people in the field of secondary education.
A program designed to cut their activity in two and to drain
off their students at the junior and senior levels did not,
understandably, enlist their support. Few students, therefore,
entered at the first-year level of the College; and so marked
was the antipathy of high-school teachers toward the program
that they did not come to the University of Chicago to learn the
content and techniques of general education so that the high-
pchool programs could be upgraded in quality and material.

The second problem that developed concerned our relationships
with our sister-institutions of higher education. It was the

expectat bf Mr. Hutchins that many institutions of higher
learn would shortly follow us in awarding the Bachelor of
Arta ree at the end of the fourtlenth grade or traditional
Sophomore year in college. But none of them followed the

pattern and example. The result wan that if our graduate of
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the College transferred w th his Bachelor's degree.to another
institution, he'was admi ed as a Junior k . . . A variation
of this annoying proble occurred through the fact that a,
student who entered the College program after graduation from
high school -- and most of them did -- was generally set back
a'year by the placement examinations so that he required three
years to complete the College program, This meant that hp had
to spend five years to reach the traditional Bachelor's degree
level and six years for the Master's degree. Thus a system that
had acceleration as one of its original virtues began to operate
in reverse.

So ended Chicago's 62-year flirtation with the bifurcated university plan. The

University of Chicago has countless times been hailed as the original promoter of

the junior college movement, but the probabilities see6'low that it will soon again

embark upon the 6-4-4 plan.

California

The University of Chicago bifurcation efforts have had little to do with the

development of California junior colleges. Instead, two graduates of the University

of Michigan brought the bifurcation idea from their alma mater, and they propagated

it with the help of a graduate of Cornell. None of the three had had any immediate

contact with the University of Chicago. In fact, all had finished both their under-

graduate and graduate work befote Chicago opened. The three men were Charles Mills

Gayaey, A.B. Michigan 1878; Alexis F. Lange, A.B. and A.M. 1885 and Ph.D. 1892,

all from Michigan; and David Starr Jordan, a member of Cornell's first graduating

/-class in 1878 and the recipient of the M.S. degree without a previous baccalaureate.

The junior college historians have of late years been hailing Lange as "the

father of California junior colleges," but they have not as yet discovered Gayley.

Of Jordan they have long been aware, but the story of his junior college gyrations

has not an yet been told. I can do little more than allude to them here.

Gayley, born in Shanghai and educated in England and Northern Ireland, soon
A

after his 1878 graduation from the University of Michigan, began his career teaching

Latin there. He continued on the Michigan faculty until 1889 but meanwhile had
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changed from Latin to English. Among his intimates were the members of the family

of President James Burrill Angell, and among his enthusiasms was the internal bifur-

cation or upper-lower division plan that had been instituted in 1883 with President

Angell's blessing. is I've already remarked, Angell would have preferred to follow

the disjunctive bifurcation formula for which Tappan had striven; but that being an

`impossible program for Michigan, he settled for internal bifurcation.

When Gayley moved to Berkeley in 1889, however, h, apparently decided that

what could not be achieved in Ann Arbor might be accomplished on the west coast: As

one of about a dozen full professors on the University of California faculty and,

to boot, as one of the most charming and persuasive of the group, in 1892 he became

head of a faculty committee on the reorganization of the program of the Uhiversity.

His committee unanimously proposed the internal bifurcation plan under which'he

had worked at Michiga.

At this point Lange came upon the scene, and from then on he had the major

speaking part. That Gayley stood in the wings as prompter and even perhaps as

author of some of his lines can, however, hardly be doubted. Gayley had brought

Lange from Michigan to Berkeley a year after his own arrival. They had been senior

and Junior in Ann Arbor and would long be such in Beilkeley, Gayley being Lange's

departmental superior and, further, one of the most politically potent members of

the California faculty. I feel certain that a careful exploration of the Berkeley

archives will justify t is belief, but in any case Lange moved out to front and

)center of,the stage whenever the question of the structural reorganization of

California education came up for discussion. Always Gayley supported him.

Lange continued in the English Department until 1907 when his interest in

educational matters led President Benjamin Ide Wheeler to proposed that he transfer

to the professorship of 'education which had just been vacated by Elmer E. Brown

who had become United Stater; Commissioner of Education. Six years later Lange took
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over the headship of the newly organized School of Education, and he remained in that

position until his death in 1921. During the intervening years he devoted large

blocks of his time to promoting California junior colleges.

Among other things he got George E. Crothers, leading lawyer ankStanford trus-

tee, to write the first bill relating to California 'junior colleges. Lange then

persuaded Senator Anthony Caminetti to ihtrodupe it at SaeramenIto and to carry it

through to pap sage. It authorized California high school:0 to add two years of work

beyond the standard four-year course. It passed in 1907 and went into effect imme-

diately although the City of Fresno, the first community to take advantage of its

provisions, did not add the two additional years until 1910.

Several years ago I asked Judge Crothers about his work on the Caminetti bill

and also the circumstances of his traveling with Lange in 1909 toithaca, New York

to attend the tenth annual meeting of the Association of American Universiti4s.

Unfortunately he had entirely forgotten both experiences. Perhaps upon his death

his papers will become available for perusal. They might help to illuminate the

early junior college activities of David Starr Jordan, the third member of the

triumvirate under present review.

As early as 1887 Jordan had written that "the college as a separate factor

in our educational system may in time disappear," and in 1903 he predicted its

diiappearance "in fact." During all these and several following years, however,

he wrote equally strong statements about the glory and durability of the four-year

college.-4, In 1907, the year of the passage of the Caminetti bill, he finally sta7

bilized his point of view and came out pointedly in favoi: of bifurcation: he

recommended to the Stanford Board of Trustees that it approve the dropping of the

freshman and sophomore years. Ha. repeated the proposal a year later. Crothers, a

member of the board until 1912, undoubtedly supported these moves; but both attempts

failed to muster enough votes.



In 1915 Jordan moved up to the innocuous position of chancellor and ceas,ed being

active in the administration of Stanford, but meanwhile he became an ardent propagand-

izer for junior colleges. Writing in 1916, Lange lauded his powerful influence in

preparing for the legislation to expand the provisions orthe Caminetti bill:

By 1908 the high school teachers of the state had become generally
aware of the fact, that what was to be known as the junior college
idea had been essentially put into practice at Berkeley and several
of them were trying to utilize locally the precept and example of
the State University.

But this'propaganda"would probably not have gathered momentum very
fast without President Jordan's dynamic articles and addresses/Urging
the amputation of freshman and sophomore classes to prevent atropjy
and urging the relegation of these classes to.the high school. His

k advocacy of its upward extension made the public 'sit up and take
notice' and thought and'prodded schoolmen into taking the initiative.

What had been.a Berkeley idea at the beginning had become a Califor-
nia idea, and the opectable of Berkeley and Stanford climbing the
Golden Stairs together, hand in hand, made its appeal with great
persuasiveness. Moreover, while Berkeleyans had been in the habit
of speaking of six-year high schools, Dr. Jordan gavel geperal cur-
rency to the name'junior college, and thicAlikoved much mo}e potent
in,suggestible communities.

With Berkeley and Stanford leaders cooperating's° enthusiastically, California

soon became in very fact the Golden Stairs of the junior college movement: the

earliest published statistical tables showed California leading in both number of

institutions and in student enrollments,and its hegemony has never been challenged.

Texas

I shan't know as much about the beginnings of the junior college movement in

Texas until I've been able to upend a week or ten days going over the records of,

in particular, the Southern Association of C011egeo and Secondary Schools and Baylor

University, This much, however, I do know: The Southern Association stimulated the

conversion of a number of colleges, academies, and girls' finir;hing schools into

junior colleges and, further, that Baylor University supplied the bifurcation motif.
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The Civil War shockingly retarded southern ucation; and when the Southern

Association began its accrediting activities in 1895, it found scores of private

colleges and secondary school.; which mocked the name of educational institutions.

Thek,had miniscule endowmentS, atrociously prepared teachers, no equipment worth

favorable mention, and very small libraries of largely worthless books. The religi-

ous denominations that operated them, however, 11.0 strong desires to continue them

in existence; and so with the blessing of the Southern Association they transformed

them into junior colleges.

Among these unsatisfactory institutions were a number under Baptist auspices;

and the Baptists decided' to follow the leadership of the great Baptist university

of the North, the University of Chicago, and federate them, in a "correlated system"

with Baylor University at the center of it. I can find no specific evidence that

the Texas Baptists consciously followed Chicago or, indeed, that they knew about

Harper'daffiliation scheme; but it seems certain'that they did. In any case, they

organized the Texas Baptist Educational Commission and put a minister named Dr.

Benajah Harvey Carroll at its head with instructiariiinurse the "correlation

system" into vigorous strength. Apparently he didn't succeed since the information

that I have been able to gather leaves no question that the system never really got

under way and eventually petered out.

A4 I pay, I need to do more work on the history of Texas junior colleges,

but it seems probable that additional information will confirm my present conclu-

sion that most of the original private junior colleges of Texas came"onto9the scene

because of the accreditation mvement, the bifurcation camraign, or both.
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Missouri

Missouri, largely southern in its traditions and institutions, had much the

same sort of educational situation as Texas; and there too accreditational activities

and bifurcational ideas would prepare the way for junior colleges. John Carleton

Jones, 1gng -time professor of Latin at the University of Missouri and transitional

president for two years in the early nineteen twenties, has described as follows the

circumstances that led to their sponsorship by the University of Missouri:

If we go back a generation in the history of education in Missouri,
we shall find a-condition that may very properly be called educa-

tional chaos. There was no cooperation whatsoever between the
various grades of education in the State. The public high schools

and the private academies ignored the colleges and were ignored in

turn. The University maintained a preparatory department and exer-
cised no more influence on the high schools of than on the

high s,schools of Michigan. In the early nineties ovement was in-

augurated by the University of Missouri to standardize and accredit'
high schools and academies. There were not more than a half dozen
high schools in all Missouri at that time that could prepare students

to meet the present requirements for adMission to the University. A

man was put into the field whose sole business it was to inspect
such schools, to advise with principals in regard to their problems

and to recommend for accrediting sudh schools as met his require-

ments. . . .

During the same period, the four-year colleges were standardized and
formed the Missouri College Union, which now includes all the reput-

able four-year colleges and alim three universities, Washington
University, St. Louis University, and the University of the State.

When the movement for otandardizing high schools and academies and

that for standardizing the four-year college had been worked out,

there were left many private institutions that belonged to neither
class. There colleges had been giving instruction beyond that. of
the secondary school, but leoo than was required to be rated as a
standard college. For the most part they were weak, struggling
church colleges, without endowment and depending upon tuition fees
and gifts for their support. . . . You have no doubt seen their
beautifully illustrated catalogs announcing courses that would
have reflected credit upon a well-endowee-univercity.

Jones refers in this statement to the accreditation activities of the Uni-

versity of Missouri in the early'nineties. President Richard H. JeRpe, who took

office in 1891, initiated them and during hio sixteen years in office nurtured them

earnestly. A strong leader both at home and beyond the borders of Missouri, Jeooe
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served on the Committee of Ten, .as chairman of the higher education section of the

National Educational Association, and as president of the National Association of

States Universities. He therefore knew a good deal about national developments in

education, and throughout his presidential career he strongly advocated bifurcation.

For example, in an N.E.A. address of 1892 he commented as follows upon the then-much-

discuased question of reducing the length of the college course to three years:

Prophecy is always risky for the reputation of the prophet; but does
it not look as if this proposition, though temporarily rejected, must
ultimately be accepted, and if the condition of life is progress, . . .

may not three years of college curriculum be some day'shortened to

two, and finally abolished altogether? Then the examination for bache-
lor degrees in art and science would be held in the high schools and
academies, as an American equivalent to the last examination of the

Gymnasia. . . .

James Madison Wood, who graduated from the University of Missouri the year that Jesse

resigned because of poor health (1907), has talked with me at length about Jetioe's

ideas. He came to know him well because Jesse lived near the campus until his death

in 19211 and in 1912 Wood returned to Columbia, the peat of the University and also

of atephensCollege of which he that year became president.

President Jesse wanted the University of Missouri to drop the freshman and

sophomore years not only because of the educational desirability of that procedure

but also, as Mr: Wood tells me, because of the low state of sexual morality among

University of Missouri students and among the students of other middle western

state universities. None of these universities had dormitories, and the animus

against fraternities and sororities had *evented them from furnishing residence

for their members. Men and women students, therefore, lived in the same unsuper-

vised boarding houses with results that shocked Jesse especially after he learned

tha he drug stores in the neighborhoods of the state universities were selling

BC daleAltay large quantities of the well-known contraceptive sheath called the

condom. Jesse believed that this appalling situation could be corrected, first,
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by permitting fraternities to house their members and second, by organizing junior

colleges to keep freshmen and sophomores at home.

Jesse put his fraternity plan into action, but he resigned before he could do

much about his junior college ideas. He atipears, however, to have convinced his auc-

cessOr, A. Ross Hill, that he should encourage the twilight-zone colleges and aca-

demies cited'in the'Jones quotation above to become junior colleges. Hill needed

little persuasion. He had been dean of the School of Education at Missouri during

the last four years of J ose's administration, and he therefore kn6w of Jesse's con-
e

victions. He ale() knew, as did Jesse, that in 1897 the University of Chicago had

established th f Associate in Arts, and he used this knowledge to help the

junior colleges to achieve the dignity that they needed to prosper.

Hill became president of the University of Missouri in 1908, but'he did not find

it opportune to move upon the junior college-problemruntil early in 1912 when one of

the two twffght-zone institutions in Columbia found itself without a president and

also on the verge of bankruptcy, namely, Sthphens College, an institution whose his

antedated that of the Univercit
%

This situation presented him with his oppor-

tunity, and he had a strong leverag& ecause the chairman of the Stephens Board of

AN,

Curators was a fellow Canadian and alge his successor as dean of the School of

Education, W. W. Charters.

Charters did not yet know Wood well. He had joined the Missouri faculty the

year of Wood's graduation, but he met him at educational meetings and knew him to

be an extraordinarily energetic individual. After various teaching and adminiotzla-

tive positbno in southern Missouri Wood had gone, in 1910, for a year of graduate

study at Teachers College riclumbia,Univercity and returned to join the staff of the

State Department of Education at Springfield. Acting for the Stephens board, Chart-

ers offered him the presidency; but Wood caw no hope for the college. It had lens

than three dozen students, a threatening debt, and a Dingle dilapidated building.

He turned the offer down.
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Thereupon Hill entered the situation. He invited Wood to come up from Spring-
..,

,

field for a talk. Wood's acceptance of the invitation changed the_ course of his life.

Hill laid before him his junk ' college plans, told him that if he would accept the

University of Missouri would accredit Stephens, along with three other comparable insti-

tutions, and that he would back him in every possible way to build Stephe into a

successfUltend prosperous junior college.

Wood saw and accepted the challenge. His spectacular success as Stephens'

president,for the next thirty-five years is so well known that even, to mention it

seems like supererogation. Cut from the same block as Willfam Rainey Harper, Wood

had promotional abilities the like of which only (

two or three educators a generation

possess. His fabulous achievements at Stephens deserve being chronicled in a full-

length biography if only because in the minds of most peopl long personified

the junior college movement.

Wood, it.must be emphasized, remained faithful throughout his post-1912 eer

to the 6-4-4 plan, that is, to the structural patternjnored by the bifurcators.

In 1916, for example, he espoused the plan in ajor and widely quoted N.E.A. address,

and he made a similar speeches through a the years of his administration. The

new-type four-year college idea never took hold at Stephens, but Woad ts.-; thia day

believes that the universities should drop the freshman and sophomore years .and thUs

lend their support to the 6-4-4 plan throughout the nation.

o

The history of the structuring of American education reviewed in these pages

suggests that the 6-4-4 plan and, indeed, the bifurcation formula are both all-but-

dead conceptions. Junior colleges, however, are very much alive; and I earnestly

hope that soon someone building upon this memorandum will review their present status

and potential future.
40
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* APPENDIX ONE

French .and German University Structuring

Napoleon's decree of March 17, 1808 established five university faculties: the

three medieval faculties of law, medicine,. and theology and the new faculties of

letters, and of science. This structural plan split the medieval faculty of arts into

two parts -- letters and science. Jefferson, however, went,further and. divided the

French faculty of letters into two units (ancient languages and modern languages)

and the faculty of science into three (mathematics, natural philosophy and chemistry).

He made no provision for theology, but he added a faculty which Napoleon had neglec-

ted -- moral philosophy, that is, what we today call social science.

The French system rather than Jefferson's revision of it would continue to be

influential in the United States -- and also quite restrictive until Columbia

abandoned its remnants in 1909 and Yale in 1920. Meanwhile in 1876 John Hopkins

made it standard practise for the great majority of American universities to follow

the German plan of one faculty for all subjects other than law, 'medicine, theology,

and the new professional subjects such as agriculture, engineering; and dentistry.

This may seem to be extraneous detail, and pepaps in a memorandum on the junior

college it ie. I have thereforeput these remarks in an appendix which must be en-

larged to add two further points, to wit, first, that in my opinion, we wisely

followed Germany in the nineteenth century but, second, the French system as esta-

blished at Columbia in 1880 (.abandoned in 1909) and in operation at the University

of Chicago since 1931 has infinitely greater utility for the United States in t16

mid-twentieth century. I hope to amplify this opinion in a later memorandum on

the status and problems Of graduate education. I cite it here as a sort of promis-

sory note.

5
C,
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APPENDIX TWO

Sources Employed

`Because Dr. Eurich asked that this memorandum be completed "with all due

speed" during the summer of 1955, the sources employed in its writing could not

be cited in footnotes. Interested readers, however, may find them in a dozen or

so of my published writings and in a series of doctoral dissertations written under

my direction and available from the Stanford University Library by interlibrary

loan. The tapes made with Dr. Wood in 1954-55 may also be consulted by communi=

cating with the Oral History Research Office at Columbia University. Upon the

advice of Dr. Wood's former secretary, Miss Grace Pepperdine, I sent them there

I
in the spring of 1962 because Stepehns College had not as yet 'organized archives

for its historical records.

Relevant W. H. Cowley Publications:

"A Ninety-Year-Old Conflict Erupts Again." THE EDUCATIONAL RECORD, April 1942,

pp. 192-218.

"The War on the College." ATLANTIC MONTHLY, June 1942, pp. 719-726.

"The Significance of the Harvard Report for Secondary Education." WESTERN
COLLEGE ASSOCIATION ADDRESSES OF 1945, 5 pp.

"The Harvard Report -- A Review." HARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW, January 1946,

pp. 56-71.

"Education for the Great Community." THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL EDUCATION, Vol. 1,

No. 1, October 1946, pp. 22-33.

"The Government and Administration of Higher Education: Whence and Whither."
JOURNAL OF TH; AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGIATE REGISTRARS, July 1947,
pp. 477-491.

"Some History and a Venture in Prophecy." TRENDS IN STUDENT PERSON EL WORK,
edited by E. G. Williamson, University of Minnesota Press, 1949, pp>\12-27.

"Thoughts on the Truman Report."
pp. 275-283 and 329.

"A Century of College Teaching."
November 1953, pp. 3-10.

THE JOURNAL OF HIGHER

IMPROVING COLLEGE AND

r /

EDUCATION, June 1948,

UNIVERSITY TEACHING,



Review of THE BEGINNING OF GRADUATE EDUCATION IN AMERICA, by Richard J. Storr,
University of Chicago Press, 1953. JOURNAL OF HIGHER EDUCATION, February 1954,
pp. 104-05.

"The Heritage and PurpAes of Higher Education." Proceedings of the 1954-55
Meetings of the Western College Association, pp. 53-61.

Relevant Stanford Doctoral Dissertations:

Beatty, Shelton L., "A Curricular History of Grinnell College, 18h8-4931," 1955.

Corson, Louis D., "University Problems as Described in the Personal Corres-
pondence Among D. C. Gilman, A. D. White, and C. W. Eliot," 1951.

Duryea, Edwin D., Jr., "Background and Development of Stanford CU1.ricular

Organization," 1948.

Engle, Gale, "William Rainey Harper's Conceptions of the Structuring of the
Functions Performed by Educational Institutions," 195h.

ieliz, George C., "Organized Labor and Higher Education in the Uniteitetates,"
1949.

Lieuallen, Roy Elwane, "The Jeffersonian and Jacksonian Conceptions,in Higher
Education," 1965.

MacDonald, Franklin, "Conceptions of Leading Twentieth Century Educators
Concerning the Relationship of Teaching and Research," 1950.

O'Byrne, Ernest B.,'"The Research Institutes of Stanford," 1951.

Perdue, James E., "James Bryant' Conant's Conceptions e-fthe Structuring of
Educational Functions," 1952. 4

Peterson, Karl George, "Andrew Dickson White's Educational Principles:
Their Sources, Development, Consequerltes," 1956.

Petteys, Manville R., "Professional Training and Licensing Practices in Law,
1750-1950, 1951.

Reed, Glenn, "Criticisms of the American Graduate School (1900-1945)," 1950.

Robinson, Chestdr H., "The Work of Eight Major Educational Associations Toward
the Improvpmpht of College Teaching, 1920-1940," 1950.

Smith, Edwin D., "Conceptions of Leading Nineteenth Century Educators
Concerting the Relationship of Teaching and Research," 1949.

Ward, Robert H., "Efforts to Reduce the Length of the American College Course
to Three Years," 1952.
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Summerpette, John F., "The Structure of the Atlanta University Center," 1952.

Wert, Robert J., "The Impact of Three Nineteenth Century Reorganizations
Upon Harvard University," 1952.

Wilson, Lois Mayfield, "Henry Philip Tappan's Conceptions of the Structuring

of University Functions," 195h.

Young, Kenneth E., "Who Can and Should Goto What Kind of College?" 1953i

Z'unzer, Robert F., "Robek Maynard Hutchins' Conceptions of the Functions.
and Structures of Higher Education," 1951.
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APPENDIX THREE

Short Semantic Note Concerning the Condom

As observed on page 47 above, President Richard H. Jesse of the University

of Missouri promoted junior colleges. throughout Missouri and also dropped his oppo-

sition 'to fraternities and sororities as student residences upon his discovery that -"44

"the drug stores in the neighborhOods of state universities were selling scanda-

lously large quantities of the well-known contraceptive sheath called the condom."

My long-time interest in nemarics aroused my curiosity about how the sheath

acquired its American name since the English, French, and probably other peoples

use quite different designations. In late 1970, therefore, I wrote my fellow Dart-

moutp alumnus Philip B. Gove, editor of the third edition of Webster's New Inter-

/
Jlational Dictionary, and asked about the identity of the "Dr. Condom or Conton"

.'kcited'ithe WNID as the "18tb century English physician, its reputed inventor."

His associate, F.,6tuf14 Crawford, replied that "no one has yet been able to verify

the existence of the supposed eponymous Dr. Condom or Conton," that in 1708 the

word was first used in English, and that it appeared nine4years later in a treatise

on venereal disease.

It .deemed desirable to quest further, and hence I wrote the most authoritative

historian of Renaissance medicine that appropriate inquiries told me of -- Professor

Vern L. Bullough of San Fernando Valley State College in southern California. He

responded as follows on November 13,-1970:

I do not know who invented the condom. There is a model of the
Egyptian God Bes in the Temple at Dendera, built in the time of
the Ptollemnar;Wearing a sheath. This was published by G. Maspero,
Agyptisc Kunstgeschichte (Leipzig: Ubers Steindorff, 1889), p. 52.
Antonnius Liberalis in his account of Pasiphae sleeping with Minos

-wh6 killed all hit mates because he ejaculated scorpions and snakes
sairs that Paniphae saved herself by forcing him to wear a condom
made of a goat bladder. (Metamorphoses, 41.)
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Fallopius [1523 -62] in his De morbo gallico, Ch. 89 on "De prae-

servatione a carte gallica,"p. 52, claims to have invented a linen

glans sheath as a protection against venereal disease, and it appears

often after that.

Generally it is stated that a Dr. Condom or Conton, a physician at
the court of Charles II, Invented it, but as far as I know no one

has trace* such a person. The word Condom first appeared in Daniel
Turner, A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE VENEREAL DISEASE OR SYPHILIS,
London 1717, p, 107 in 1732 edition, p. 74 in 1717 edition.
Others have derived it from the accusative of condus, to conceal,,
protect, preserve. Norman Himes, MEDICAL HISTORY OF CONTRACEPTION

gives some other possible explanations.

The few hours invested in this short study hap paid a number of dividends:

they have ended my curiosity about the word condom, clarified a minor but important

fact of American social (and also educational) history, and provided me -- and

perhaps others who read this memorandum -- a conversational tid-bit.
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